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COMMON ABBREVIATIONS 
ACF   Animal Care Facility 
AEP   Annual Exceedence Probability 
AHD   Australian Height Datum 
BASIX  Building Sustainability Index Scheme 
BC   Building Certificate 
BCA   Building Code of Australia 
BPB  Buildings Professionals Board 
CLEP   Campbelltown Local Environmental Plan 
CBD  Central Business District 
CPTED  Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design 
CSG  Coal Seam Gas  
DA   Development Application 
DCP   Development Control Plan 
DDA  Disability Discrimination Act 1992 
DPE   Department of Planning and Environment 
EIS   Environmental Impact Statement 
EPA Act  Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 
EPA  Environmental Protection Authority 
EPI   Environmental Planning Instrument 
FA   NSW Food Authority 
FPL   Flood Planning Level 
FFTF  Fit for the Future 
FSR  Floor Space Ratio 
GRCCC  Georges River Combined Councils Committee 
GSC   Greater Sydney Commission  
HIS  Heritage Impact Statement 
IDO  Interim Development Order 
IHAP  Independent Hearing and Assessment Panel  
IPR  Integrated Planning and Reporting 
JRPP  Joint Regional Planning Panel  
KPoM  Koala Plan of Management 
LEC  Land and Environment Court 
LEC Act  Land and Environment Court Act 1979 
LEP   Local Environmental Plan 
LEP 2002 Local Environmental Plan 2002 
LGA   Local Government Area 
LG Act   Local Government Act 1993 
LPP  Local Planning Panel 
LTFP  Long Term Financial Plan 
MACROC  Macarthur Regional Organisation of Councils 
MSB  Mine Subsidence Board 
NGAA  National Growth Areas Alliance  
NOPO   Notice of Proposed Order 
NSWH   NSW Housing 
OEH  Office and Environment and Heritage 
OLG   Office of Local Government, Department of Premier and Cabinet 
OSD   On-Site Detention 
OWMS   Onsite Wastewater Management System 
PCA  Principal Certifying Authority 
PoM   Plan of Management 
POEO Act Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997  
PMF  Probable Maximum Flood 
PN  Penalty Notice 
PP  Planning Proposal 
PPR  Planning Proposal Request 
REF  Review of Environmental Factors 
REP   Regional Environment Plan 
RFS  NSW Rural Fire Service 
RL   Reduced Levels 
RMS   Roads and Maritime Services (incorporating previous Roads and Traffic Authority) 
SEE  Statement of Environmental Effects 
SEPP   State Environmental Planning Policy 
SREP   Sydney Regional Environmental Plan 
SSD   State Significant Development 
STP   Sewerage Treatment Plant 
TCP  Traffic Control Plan 
TMP  Traffic Management Plan 
TNSW  Transport for NSW  
VMP   Vegetation Management Plan  
VPA  Voluntary Planning Agreement  
SECTION 149 CERTIFICATE - Certificate as to zoning and planning restrictions on properties 
SECTION 603 CERTIFICATE - Certificate as to Rates and Charges outstanding on a property 
SECTION 73 CERTIFICATE - Certificate from Sydney Water regarding Subdivision 
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23 October 2018 
 
You are hereby notified that the next Extraordinary Council Meeting will be held at the Civic 
Centre, Campbelltown on Tuesday 30 October 2018 at 6.30pm. 
 
 
 
Lindy Deitz 
General Manager 
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1.  ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF LAND 

I would like to acknowledge the Traditional Custodians, the Dharawal people, whose Lands 
we are now meeting on. I would like to pay my respects to the Dharawal Elders, past and 
present and all other Aboriginal people who are here today. 
 

2.  APOLOGIES  

 

3.  DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Pecuniary Interests 
Non Pecuniary – Significant Interests 
Non Pecuniary – Less than Significant Interests 
Other Disclosures  
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4. REPORTS FROM OFFICERS 

4.1 Review of Campbelltown Local Environmental Plan 2015 

Reporting Officer 

Director City Development  
City Development 
  
Community Strategic Plan 

Objective Strategy 
1 Outcome One: A Vibrant, Liveable City 1.9 - Create places where people feel good, 

are likely to stay, to return to and tell 
others about their experience 

  
 
 

Officer's Recommendation 

1. That Council support the LEP Review Report and the Draft Project Plan attached to 
this Report. 

2. That Council forward the Report and the attached Draft Project Plan to the Greater 
Sydney Commission in accordance with the legislative requirements outlined in the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. 

 
Executive Summary  
 
The Sydney Region Plan – A Metropolis of 3 Cities, was released in March 2018 by the 
Greater Sydney Commission, and sets a 40 year vision. This plan was prepared to meet the 
needs of a growing and changing population and seeks to transform Greater Sydney into a 
metropolis of 3 cities – the Western Parkland City, the Central River City and the Eastern 
Harbour City. The vision includes Campbelltown’s important role as part of the Metropolitan 
Cluster.  The Western City District Plan was released at the same time as the vision 
document. 
 
The Western City District Plan (District Plan) is a 20 year plan to manage growth in the 
context of economic, social and environmental matters to achieve the 40 year vision for 
Greater Sydney.  It is a guide for implementing the Region Plan at a District level and is a 
bridge between Regional Planning and Local Planning. 
 
Amendments to the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act require Council to amend 
its Local Environmental Plan (LEP) to be consistent with the District Plan. Council is also 
required to prepare a Local Strategic Planning Statement. 
 
An assessment of the Campbelltown Local Environmental Plan 2015 against the District Plan 
has identified that there is a need to do some work to align the two documents. This work 
includes the preparation of new and updated studies as outlined in this report.   
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A draft project plan detailing the work required and timing is attached. There is some 
planning work required that will not be included in the LEP review, but will be undertaken at a 
later time.  This is also outlined in the report. 
 
Purpose 

The purpose of the report is to provide Council with an update of the progress of the 
upcoming LEP review for the Campbelltown Local Government Area (LGA) including the task 
of aligning it to the District Plan and seek support for the proposed project plan. 
 
The implementation of the actions and directions outlined for Campbelltown in the District 
Plan would be via Council initiated actions. The first part of the process is undertaking an 
LEP Review and undertaking of associated studies. This report details the required studies in 
assisting Council to complete the LEP review and preliminary assessment which has 
identified non-compliances with the District Plan which need to be considered as part of the 
review. 

History 

In March 2018 the Greater Sydney Commission released ‘A Metropolis of Three Cities – The 
Greater Sydney Region Plan’, together with five supporting district plans which establish a 
clear future vision for Greater Sydney to 2056.  
 
The Campbelltown Local Government Area, along with the Blue Mountains, Camden, 
Fairfield, Hawkesbury, Liverpool, Penrith and Wollondilly have been included in the Western 
City District Plan.  
 
The following themes have been identified as critical for the successful functioning of 
Campbelltown in the line with the Plan: 
 
• Infrastructure and Collaboration 

Major transport, health and education investments are underway across the District. The 
Western City Deal will aim to optimise infrastructure, investments and employment 
opportunities. 

• Liveability 

The Western City District will grow over the next 20 years with demand for an additional 
185,500 dwellings. In the context of the Campbelltown LGA the majority of new dwellings will 
be created in urban release lands such as Menangle Park, Gilead and South Campbelltown 
and within urban renewal areas and existing centres such as Campbelltown, Ingleburn, Minto 
and Leumeah. 

• Productivity 

The District will need to include expansive industrial and urban services lands to the north 
and east of the Western Sydney Aerotropolis which would be supported by a freight link to 
serve Greater Sydney’s long term freight, logistics and industrial needs.  
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• Sustainability 

Producing an integrated approach to green infrastructure through waterways, bushland and 
open spaces, cooling of suburbs and the urban tree canopy will look to improve sustainability 
and amenity and quality of life as the District transforms. 

The Western City District Plan identifies a number of planning priorities that Councils are 
required to meet as part of the LEP Review. A full list of Planning Priorities is outlined in 
Attachment 1.  Each priority has related actions which are also identified in Attachment 1. 
 
Legislative Requirements 
 
Recent amendments to the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) 
require all Councils to review and amend their LEPs to ensure consistency with the direction 
of the District Plan. 
 
To prepare for the upcoming LEP review, planning officers from Councils across Greater 
Sydney have been participating in Technical Working Groups (TWG). To date seven TWGs 
have been held at numerous locations in Sydney with a primary focus on leading Councils in 
developing their respective project plans for the LEP review. Sessions have assisted 
Councils in developing an understanding of the two year process required for the LEP review 
and have also outlined key aspects which will need investigation.   

The Department of Planning and Environment has provided a roadmap to inform the LEP 
review process which is located at Attachment 2. The timelines in this roadmap have been 
adjusted as the project progresses. This LEP review report for example, must be completed 
by 31 October 2018 not January 2019 as shown on the road map.  

The NSW Governments Affordability Strategy has provided $2.5m in funding to a number of 
Councils including Campbelltown to undertake their individual LEP reviews within two years. 
These funds can be used for the purposes of further studies and the offsetting of staffing 
costs. Under the terms of the agreement, Council will need to meet the requirements of each 
milestone to be eligible for further funding for each phase. A summary of the funding 
requirements and allocation amounts is outlined below. 
 
Milestone Funding Amount Completion Date 
1. Sign funding agreement $250,000 Completed 
2. LEP review report and submission of a Project 
Plan 

$500,000 31 October 2018 

3. Exhibition of a draft Local Strategic Planning 
Statement 

$625,000 TBA 

4. Submission of Planning Proposal for Gateway 
Determination 

$625,000 TBA 

5. Submission of the planning proposal to the 
Secretary to arrange for the drafting of the 
updated LEP 

$500,000 30 June 2020 

Figure 1: Timeline and funding allocation for LEP Review 
 
Milestone 1 of the LEP Review has already been completed. Council considered a Report on 
10 July 2018 which discussed the funding agreement for the LEP review. The next phase of 
the process is for Council to endorse this LEP Review Report to the Department of Planning 
and Environment by 31 October 2018.  
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As part of this agreement Council is entitled to $250,000 for achieving the first milestone. The 
submission of this Report and project plan to the Department of Planning and Environment 
by 31 October 2018 will entitle Council to a further $500,000.   
 

Report 

Project Plan 

The review of the Campbelltown LEP is to be conducted in house by Council staff. To 
mitigate the risk of adverse impacts on current and increasing workloads, the temporary 
backfilling of staff by contract staff may be required. Attached to this report (Attachment 3) is 
a draft project plan which outlines the agreement between Council and the State 
Government for the provision of $2.5m to Council to undertake the relevant studies outlined 
within this report or as resolved by Council. The project plan provides a structure plan and 
relevant key staff in achieving the required outcomes of the Western City District Plan. 

The following studies and matters have been identified from a range of disciplines in order to 
assist Council in achieving the planning priorities outlined in the District Plan and to close the 
gap that may exist between local and state government policies. 
 
As part of the LEP review a range of planning studies would need to be undertaken in order 
to promote the CLEP 2015 to a level which meets the desired outcomes of the Western City 
District Plan. 
 
As there are budget limitations, once quotes/tenders are received there may be a need to 
either reduce the scope of the project and/or seek additional funds.  Further, should studies 
not be able to be delivered by the deadline, the scope of works may need to be refined.  In 
such cases these would be able to be identified in the Local Strategic Planning Statement 
(LSPS) as future planning priorities. 
 
• Housing Strategy 

In order to plan for Campbelltown City’s population growth, future housing needs and the 
ever-changing housing choices people are making, it is crucial that Council prepares a new 
housing strategy which encourages well located housing, responds to the market, limits the 
impact of housing stress and improves affordability. The District Plan identifies that the 
Campbelltown LGA will require an additional 6,800 dwellings by 2021. 
 
The Housing Strategy would assist Council in determining the location of additional housing 
supply and choice with greater access to jobs. A new housing strategy for the area would 
support Council in meeting the relevant planning priorities in the District Plan. 
 
A housing strategy was previously prepared to inform the development of the CLEP 2015. 
The current housing strategy (Campbelltown Residential Development Strategy) 2014 was 
prepared prior to the release of Departmental policies such as the Glenfield to Macarthur 
Corridor Strategy and Greater Macarthur Growth Area. The Housing Strategy will need to be 
updated to inform the next LEP review. Population forecasts indicate that the Campbelltown 
LGA is likely to increase to 275,778 by 2036 (profile ID forecasts) and as such an appropriate 
housing response will need to be provided. 
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The housing strategy will also identify areas with cultural or environmental significance and 
aims to identify areas of exceptional local character. The Local Housing Strategy will need to 
find a balance between the cultural significance that individual and various places 
demonstrate whilst also addressing the needs of the local community. 
 
Key housing issues likely to impact the LGA in the coming years include: 
 
• ageing population 

• single person households 

• ensuring housing caters for diverse social needs 

• address housing stress (including affordability) 

• adaptable and sustainable housing  

• increasing density around railway stations 

• heat island impact 

Trend analysis data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics which was collated for Phase 1 
of the Re-imagining Campbelltown CBD project indicated that the Macarthur area will have 
more than 800,000 people by 2036. A suitable housing strategy would need to be in place to 
provide a diverse range of housing for a greater community, which has an ever increasing 
array of needs. The housing strategy will also need to align with adjoining Councils and 
reflect and reinforce Campbelltown’s role as a regional city. 
 
Furthermore, redevelopment of social housing estates in the LGA has seen a decline in the 
overall proportion of social housing stock from close to 15 percent to around 10 percent since 
2001. Whilst relative to Greater Sydney, Campbelltown remains one of the most affordable 
parts of Sydney, new housing stock is proving less so when compared to average household 
incomes. Gentrification that is likely to accompany urban renewal, and is expected to have 
an impact on housing affordability, and within the private rental market moving forward.  
 
In addition to adopting affordable housing targets that are consistent with the Greater Sydney 
Commission (GSC) targets, Council aims to explore other mechanisms for the delivery of 
affordable housing that will provide for the existing community and ensure Campbelltown 
continues to be an affordable place for all people to live. In this regard, measures such as 
development incentives included within the LEP that facilitate a proportion of affordable 
housing within a particular development, should be investigated. 
 
A Housing Affordability Strategy which will form part of the overall housing strategy would 
also explore opportunities for increasing adoption of universal design in new builds to support 
greater affordability for people to remain in their homes through the various stages of life and 
mobility. Consideration will also be given to emerging trends like the build to rent sector. 
 
• Local Character Statement 

As part of the LEP review, the NSW Government has also instructed Council to undertake 
relevant character statements which will demonstrate character of local areas in accordance 
with the guidelines outlined by the State Government.  
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The aim of the character statements will be to inform the amendments to the LEP and will 
reflect the relevant character of certain areas. Additional work will need to be undertaken to 
inform the creation of local character statements. Character Statements will be produced and 
utilised for urban renewal and land release areas such as Willowdale and Ingleburn to 
provide the foundation for the planning policies that would in turn guide transforming the built 
environment into areas that would respond to the daily needs of the residents.  
 
Character statements will also serve to identify areas where the current character is one that 
needs to be protected like the suburbs of Wedderburn and Glen Alpine. Community 
consultation would also be required as part of the process.  
 
The Local Character Statements will aid Council in achieving Planning Priority W11 to 
provide new centres and prioritise strategic land use and infrastructure plans for existing and 
new centres. Funding captured through the LEP review process will be allocated for further 
studies to determine the ideal character, areas are to possess.  
 
• Employment Lands Review 

Strategic Economics and Cox Richardson undertook an employment lands review in 2011. 
The study identified opportunities for meeting current and future employment needs and 
undertook research in assisting Council to develop policies to maintain jobs within the 
Campbelltown LGA. This work needs to be reviewed and updated in light of global trends 
and employment land supply circumstances in Campbelltown and adjoining LGAs, 
particularly Liverpool.  
 
It will also need to document the potential impacts of the proposed rezoning of industrial land 
to residential land in the Glenfield to Macarthur Urban Renewal Corridor Strategy so 
informed decisions can be made on the timing of any such rezoning. The research proposed 
to be undertaken would assist Council in meeting the Planning Priority W10 of the Plan. 
 
The District Plan estimated 20,400 jobs in the Campbelltown LGA. The Plan identifies the 
need for a further 6,600 additional jobs by 2036 with a potential higher target of 10,600 jobs. 
 
Through the employment lands review, Council will need to consider the impact of the 
Western Sydney Airport and its relationship with the LGA.  
 
Council is currently faced with an increase in population and housing which has been 
generated through changes to government policy and an increase in planning proposals. 
Strategies currently in place such as the Glenfield to Macarthur Urban Renewal Corridor 
Strategy have identified the need to increase dwelling density and job opportunities close to 
existing transport networks.  
 
Existing employment land currently in place in the LGA is an integral component of some 
centres particularly Ingleburn which currently has over 10,000 jobs with a population of 9,000 
people. 
 
The biggest car trip generator is home to work. Appropriate land use controls to bring work 
closer to people will therefore reduce work-trip generation, rather than only facilitate travel. 
More employment lands in proximity to population growth could be investigated and 
permissible land uses reviewed to allow and promote low-amenity impact employment uses 
in residential areas.  
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The review of employment lands would also need to investigate opportunities to work from 
home or from business hubs and collaboration spaces. Business Park opportunities would 
also need to be promoted to build upon proposals such as Maryfields (including Council land 
along Blaxland Road) as per the Urban Activation Precinct Proposal. Due to the changing 
nature of employment, investigation should be undertaken into the development of prime 
industrial land for low-employment low-skill outcome enterprises. 
 
In order to meet the demands of the growing population and provide sustainable job creation 
to existing town centres and other employment land, an updated employment lands strategy 
would need to be produced to assist Council in identifying suitable land during the LEP 
review. 
 
• Re-imagining Campbelltown CBD 
 
Council has prepared a vision for the Campbelltown CBD precinct and has now commenced 
the process for preparing detailed economic and land use master plans for the CBD.  It is 
anticipated that the master planning work for the Campbelltown CBD will deliver 
recommended land use controls including zones, maximum building heights and floor space 
ratios that will be able to be incorporated into the LEP review and also matters to be 
incorporated into the Development Control Plan. 
 
• Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Inclusion – Ochre Trail 

There is currently an existing Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Study that will form the starting 
point for a new indigenous heritage study and cultural strategy. 

An Aboriginal Strategy is planned to be developed with the Campbelltown Aboriginal 
community to respond to key social issues and create opportunities for celebration and 
interpretation of traditional and contemporary Aboriginal culture within the public domain and 
for the creation of opportunities for practice and maintenance of culture.  

This work will also tie into work relating to the Ochre Grid. The Ochre Grid is a mapping 
project developed by the Government Architect to assist both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 
communities share knowledge about Aboriginal places as well as places of shared cultural 
and heritage significance. 

• Heritage Study  

Planning priority W6 outlines the importance of creating and renewing great places and local 
centres whilst also respecting the heritage and history of the locale. During the preparation of 
the CLEP 2015, Council undertook a heritage study which identified a number of potential 
heritage items and items of significance throughout the LGA. There has been significant 
community feedback during consultation on Re-imagining Campbelltown CBD and the 
Community Strategic Plan that a great emphasis needs to be placed on the presentation of 
our heritage. 

As part of the LEP Review, a heritage study would need to be undertaken to re-visit previous 
potential items and identifying new items of significance. This may include a decision on 
whether or not to continue the historical practice of listing heritage items without agreement 
of the owner. 
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• Biodiversity and Natural Concerns  

Councils hold the primary responsibility for regulating development and activities which may 
impact on biodiversity values.  In undertaking this role Council has a statutory obligation 
under planning and biodiversity legislation to conserve biodiversity and deliver development 
in an ecologically sustainable manner.  
 
In this regard, the inclusion of appropriate biodiversity provisions with the Campbelltown LEP 
and Sustainable City DCP is vital to effectively conserve the LGA’s significant biodiversity 
values. 
 
As part of the LEP review process the State government is proposing that all Councils 
prepare a Strategic Urban Biodiversity Framework (SUBF). The intention of this framework is 
to assist in the implementation of the NSW Green Infrastructure Policy and Green Grid, 
through the identification of priorities and actions to improve urban habitats, bushland and 
waterway connections. Such priorities will be implemented via integration into Local Strategic 
Planning Statements, LEPs and DCPs and other land use strategies and management plans. 
  
To ensure that the biodiversity framework that informs the LEP review process (whether it 
takes the form of the proposed SUBF or not) is evidence based and hence utilises the best 
information available, a range of biodiversity investigations will need to be undertaken.  
 
Tasks will include: 
 
• review and consolidation of existing biodiversity information  
• accurate mapping of vegetation communities 
• undertaking studies relating to the vegetation condition and other ecological values (ie. 

habitat values) 
• mapping of ecological attributes and habitat corridors 
• addressing existing or identified gaps in biodiversity information  
• targeted surveys for priority threatened species  
• identifying local conservation and restoration priorities  
• integrating natural assets into Council’s asset management framework   
• developing strategies to improve urban biodiversity values 
 
Community consultation will also form a vital component with the development of this 
framework.  
 
With the rapidly changing urban footprint, it is necessary to the review the bush fire prone 
land maps.  This is because in some cases land is identified as bush fire prone land even 
though vegetation has been removed. The amendment of the bush fire prone land maps 
should not occur ahead of the accurate mapping of the vegetation communities, and 
therefore cannot be undertaken at the time of the LEP review. Instead it is proposed to 
identify the update of the bush fire prone land maps as a planning priority in the Local 
Strategic Planning Statement.  
 
• Reducing Energy Usage and Managing Waste and Recycling 

Planning Priority W19 identifies the need in reducing carbon emissions and managing 
energy, water and waste efficiently. As part of the ‘Re-imagining Campbelltown CBD’ project, 
exhibition documentation outlined the importance on Campbelltown City to grow in a manner 
which responds positively to energy and water usage. As part of the review of the LEP, 
further work will need to be undertaken to investigate possible solutions in managing residual 
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waste and deflecting away from depositing waste into landfill. Investigations will also be 
undertaken in identifying potential locations for new waste facilities within the Campbelltown 
LGA which will look to also promote job creation within the area. Other strategies will also 
look to facilitate waste management on site for new mixed use and residential flat buildings 
that are formed as a result of future development of lands subject of the LEP review.  
 
• Transport and Parking 

An integral component for the future growth of Campbelltown is the emphasis placed on 
transport and its transformation in adapting to a growing city. With the introduction of the 
Western Sydney Aerotropolis Campbelltown is strategically positioned to take advantage of 
better connectivity with other cities in Sydney, particularly in the Western City.  
 
It is anticipated that sufficient studies are currently in place to inform the LEP review and 
remain consistent with planning priorities W7, W8, W9, W10 and W11 in the District Plan. 
Current studies that have currently been undertaken have identified areas for new transport 
links which will benefit local businesses within the area and facilitate night time economies 
and strengthen existing connections between Campbelltown’s existing employment lands 
and other areas outside of the LGA. However further work and advocacy is required for 
connecting roads south of Campbelltown and for rail and active transport connections. 
 
As part of the review, Council will also be required to undertake a transport and parking study 
for the LGA. Traffic and parking studies will be developed to suitably identify lands for 
improved traffic works and additional car parking where available. Council is currently 
working on developing parking strategies which look at alternatives to accommodate the 
parking needs of commuters at railway stations e.g. ride sharing services; frequent shuttle 
services; etc. Additionally, Council could use the transport and parking study to identify land 
for parking in proximity to transport hubs and centres.  
 
The LEP review will also need to include details about prescribed airspace controls prior to 
the functioning of the Aerotropolis, although the Campbelltown LGA is fortunate to have only 
a very small portion of its land directly impacted by the Aerotropolis air space requirements. 
Consideration would also need to be given for local airspace controls near the Campbelltown 
Hospital Precinct to provide for helicopter movements.  
 
A study will be required to identify land for future airport and intermodal and rail infrastructure 
to maintain a level of sufficient capacity. Further collaboration will be required with Transport 
for NSW to ensure that transport investments look to enhance access to the economic 
corridors through initiatives such as voluntary planning agreements and contribution plans.  
 
Due to Campbelltown’s expanding development into former rural lands, it is crucial for a 
north-south rail link extension to be interconnected with areas such as Mt Gilead and 
Macarthur South through to Glenfield and transport corridors to cater for such infrastructure 
should be preserved.  
 
Studies will need to be undertaken to identify any land that needs to be reserved for future 
road based transport corridors. At this stage it is unlikely all of these corridors can be 
determined with sufficient accuracy for inclusion in the LEP, this would need to occur as part 
of subsequent strategic planning work. 
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Consideration will need also to be given to the potential impacts on the general planning 
framework that vehicle technologies such as autonomous vehicles may have on the way 
people interact with vehicles as we move into the future, as well as a change in the mindset 
of car ownership with younger generations, and the relationship this mindset has on parking 
ratios within buildings, public car parking, retail areas, entertainment precincts, etc.  
 
• Land Contamination 
 
Consideration will need to be given to potentially contaminated land within the Campbelltown 
LGA. With the introduction of strategies such as the Macarthur to Glenfield Urban Renewal 
Corridor Strategy, land that is rezoned from industrial to residential would need to be 
investigated for potential contamination before any rezoning could occur.  
 
Campbelltown currently has a vast amount of land which was once used for rural and 
industrial uses. This land will slowly be transformed to meet other planning priorities within 
the District Plan. However, in line with planning priority W20 future urban development which 
will include employment land will need to have careful consideration of urban hazards and 
provide communities that are sustainable and respond well to other hazards such as the heat 
island effect and climate change. The study that is undertaken in relation to land 
contamination will inform future rezoning within the LGA. 
 
• Social Strategic Plans 

Inclusive Campbelltown 
A pre-assessment of directions outlined in Part 3 - Liveability of the Western District Plan in 
particular Directions W3, W4 and W6, outlined a policy gap and lack of social infrastructure 
and connected communities within the Campbelltown LGA. Inclusive Campbelltown is a 
strategy proposed  

Communities experiencing growth and change can face challenges of inclusion. 
Campbelltown is already home to communities of both considerable advantage and 
disadvantage. The size of our population has been relatively stable for several decades prior 
to 2011, and recent growth shows new residents are more often younger, more culturally and 
linguistically diverse and more frequently living in higher densities.  
 
Inclusive Campbelltown will plan for how to recognise and respond to these differences, for 
example in land use, facility and program planning, and to ensure that the benefits of growth 
are available to all members of the community. Inclusive Campbelltown will draw on the 
evidence base developed in Impact Campbelltown and expand on this with more targeted 
consultation to develop a framework for planning and managing this change and specific 
plans to support this inclusion. It is appropriate to include this as part of an LEP review as 
this will aid in the delivery of housing targets by ensuring environments are created that suit 
future residents. 
 
Impact Campbelltown – Social Strategic Plan 
As Campbelltown is beginning to experience significant population growth and a changing 
demographic, an updated, detailed social evidence base is needed to inform land use 
planning and to guide how Council will best direct resources into programs, projects and 
partnerships to maximise positive social outcomes.  
 
The Impact Campbelltown strategic social plan will be based on a detailed profile and 
analysis of social and demographic trends, existing and planned social infrastructure and 
how each of these vary across the LGA to ensure that planning can be place and evidence 
based. The analysis will include a lens for the nature and needs of specific social groups 
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within the community informed by both best practice research and consultation with the 
community to support the growth of Campbelltown as an inclusive city of choice. This key 
foundation of the plan will be used across Council for both a broad and fine grained analysis 
to support land use planning and service provision to deliver liveable, connected, inclusive 
and productive communities in Campbelltown.  
 
Impact Campbelltown will draw on this analysis and consultation to develop key focus areas 
for social planning over the coming years, with programs and approaches that leverage 
strategic partnerships to deliver positive social impact. This study will need to be completed 
early to inform the housing strategy and will need to be undertaken by external consultants. 
 
• Glenfield to Macarthur Urban Renewal Corridor Strategy 

The NSW Government recently finalised the Glenfield to Macarthur Urban Renewal Corridor 
Strategy which aims to provide better connections between homes, jobs and open space 
close to seven train stations between Glenfield and Macarthur. 

The strategy will be reliant on Council and independent planning proposals to align relevant 
zonings in accordance with the respective precinct plans for each area. In order to provide a 
planned approach for the growth area, further studies and relevant masterplans will need to 
be undertaken in relation to the individual precincts to achieve positive and inviting urban 
design outcomes, that encourage built form responses and architecture that is sympathetic to 
the desired green and rolling hills baseline character of Campbelltown, but inspires interest 
through its individuality and design excellence, and develops a genuine and individual 
character statement for the respective precinct.  

Studies required to be undertaken for the growth area include but are not limited to the 
following: 

• Traffic 

• Master planning 

• Urban Design 

• Open Space 

• Visual analysis 

• Employment Strategy 

• Potential contamination investigation 

Currently, Council has started to undertake work in relation to Ingleburn, Minto and for 
Campbelltown, Leumeah and Macarthur through Reimagining Campbelltown - Phase 2.  
Funding will be required to be used for the additional studies which will be required to inform 
background studies and strategies. These studies, ultimately inform the re-zonings of these 
areas. 

• Campbelltown Collaboration Area 
 
The Western City District Plan identifies the Campbelltown-Macarthur Collaboration Area as 
part of the actions to priority W2. The Campbelltown-Macarthur collaboration area is based 
around the Campbelltown and Macarthur CBDs and includes the health and education 
precinct containing Campbelltown and private hospitals, Western Sydney University 
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Campbelltown Campus and TAFE NSW Western Sydney and focusses on Campbelltown-
Macarthur in its role as a metropolitan centre.  The Greater Sydney Commission will lead 
planning work on the Campbelltown-Macarthur Collaboration Area which is scheduled to 
occur in 2018-2019.  Whilst unknown at this stage, it is possible that the work on the 
Collaboration Area will result in the need to change the provisions of Campbelltown LEP and 
therefore this may be incorporated into the LEP review at a later time. 
 
• Tourism related land uses and the Destination Management Plan 
 
The Draft Destination Management Plan prepared by Stafford Strategy identifies the need to 
undertake a review of the LEP to provide certainty to tourist related businesses and for 
businesses that would benefit from the night time economy that they will be able to operate in 
the desired locations.  This review will be undertaken by Council staff.  Additionally the draft 
Destination Management Plan calls for additional preamble in planning instruments and 
documents to encourage tourism and for greater specificity on the desired outcomes for the 
night time economy precincts.  These are best placed in the Development Control Plan. 
 
• Amendments to address functional and operational issues with LEP 2015 

As part of the LEP review investigation will be required to simplify existing LEP controls to 
improve readability and interpretation. In the past Council has received feedback from the 
general public regarding the interpretation of LEPs. Feedback has outlined that the 
readability and information excerpted by the LEP has often been difficult to interpret and has 
also been a challenge to configure the LEP so that it meets the demands of both local and 
state policies.  
 
An example of the analysis required to be undertaken to the existing LEP, is the format and 
in particular Schedule 1 ‘Additional Permitted Uses’ in the LEP. There are currently a number 
of lots within the LEP that allow additional permitted uses and as such are often not brought 
to the attention of applicants until later in the development application process. An 
amendment would be required to simplify the LEP and assist users of the Plan. 
 
Furthermore, the inclusion of mapping for the scenic hills and eastern edge-lands should also 
be investigated to manage expansion of higher intensity (potentially out of character) land 
uses into scenic and natural lands that are the mainstay of Campbelltown’s desire to be a 
genuinely green and attractive city. The appropriate zoning and identification of the Scenic 
Hills and cultural landscapes would be consistent with Planning Priority’s W14 and W16.  
 
The Department of Planning and Environment would also need to consider the removal of 
the eastern side of Appin Road from the Urban Growth Mapping to prevent urban 
development on those lands.   
 
Campbelltown currently has a number of areas deferred from its LEP. These areas remain 
subject to older planning controls. A review of the LEP should transpose the deferred areas 
into the current/future LEP language, to provide consistency and simplification of application 
across the whole of the Campbelltown LGA. 
 
A review of the LEP would need to be undertaken to refine unnecessary or repeated controls 
and amend anomalies in the Plan. The aim of the amendment is to limit confusion and 
improve interpretation for users of the documentation. The funds provided from the State 
Government as outlined in the project plan will be used to engage an additional town planner 
to ensure this work does not have an adverse impact on the continued service of planning 
related customers, dealing with Council on a day to day basis. 
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• Medium Density Development in the R2 zone 
 
Council has already commenced a planning proposal to remove multi dwelling housing from 
the list of permissible development types within the R2 ‘low density residential’ zone.  The 
outcome of this planning proposal will have an impact on the Housing Strategy as the 
completion of this proposal will have an impact on Council’s ability to control the location of 
more intense forms of housing.  This planning proposal has not yet received Gateway 
determination.  
 
• Other Current Planning Proposals 
 
At this stage it is not intended to incorporate any of the existing Planning Proposals into the 
LEP review.  The progression of individual developer led proposals, such as the 
Campbelltown RSL Planning Proposal, will continue as separate processes.  It is also 
intended to progress the Ingleburn core CBD Planning Proposal ahead of the LEP review. 
 
• Mapping of walkable and cycle access ways 

Planning Priority W5 ‘Providing housing supply, choice and affordability, with access to jobs, 
services and public transport’ outlines actions relating to the functioning of town centres 
through walkable and cycle access ways. As part of the LEP review Council will look to 
implement mapping for walkable areas and cycle ways which will be used to improve the 
connectivity and amenity within the public realm.  

Currently, planning proposals being undertaken in Campbelltown have not provided enough 
consideration for walkable spaces and accessibility to points of interest such as train stations 
or neighbourhood shops. By creating maps which consider the notion of access ways that 
are non-car reliant, Council would be able to create strategic planning outcomes that 
promote healthy living and efficiency.   

Currently, there are no maps which indicate or outline the extent of existing walk ways and 
cycle access ways within the LGA and consideration should be given in adopting a strategy 
which identifies access ways across the LGA and into neighbouring LGAs. 

• Campbelltown Sustainable City Development Control Plan 2015 (DCP) 
 
The Campbelltown Sustainable City Development Control Plan 2015 will need to be 
amended to reflect the changes made to the LEP.  The changes to the DCP will be 
significant and will need to be reported to Council and go through their own planning 
process.  A detailed description of the changes required to the DCP is not able to be 
provided at this time, however will need to be referenced in the Local Strategic Planning 
Statement.  The work on the DCP will occur alongside the LEP but due to the need to be 
consistent with the LEP will not be submitted to Council to gain a resolution for public 
exhibition until after a gateway determination on the LEP has been achieved.  
 
• Public Domain Plan 

A public domain plan will be required to be developed as part of the LEP Review in order to 
achieve optimum public domains that remain consistent with Local Strategic Planning 
Statement and Character Statements. Funding obtained through the next phase of the 
review will allow Council to develop a public domain plan to address ageing town centres and 
new release areas. 
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• Mapping of Urban Tree Canopy 

The State Government have placed an importance on establishing a mapped urban tree 
canopy across all LGAs in Metropolitan Sydney. Through the mapping of urban tree 
canopies across Sydney, users would be able to establish the extent of tree cover across 
their respective LGAs and more importantly identify areas in which further cover would be 
required to combat issues such as heat island effect. Council would be required to undertake 
a mapping study to identify the extent of its urban tree canopy which would also be used to 
include areas of concern and further tree densification. 
 
Introduction of suitable planning standards that require full canopy shade trees within a 
specified development will be important. These standards may go as far as requiring that the 
post-development average temperature of an area, cannot exceed the pre-developed 
average temperature of the area, or a specified ratio of full canopy trees must be provided at 
a ratio that has been demonstrated to provide suitable cooling (or reduction in heat) to the 
area. 

 
• Local Strategic Planning Statement 
 
Although the last item in this report, this is by no means the least significant. The Local 
Strategic Planning Statement is designed to provide a link between the Community Strategic 
Plan and the Local Environmental Plan. Councils have long advocated for a link between the 
integrated planning and reporting requirements under the Local Government Act 1993 and 
the land use planning functions under the EP&A Act 1979. The Local Strategic Planning 
Statement serves this purpose. 
 
Section 3.9 of the EP&A Act 1979 provides that a Local Strategic Planning Statement must 
include the following: 
 
(a) The basis for strategic planning in the area, having regard to economic, social and 

environmental matters 
(b) The planning priorities for the area that are consistent with any strategic plan applying 

to the area and (subject to any such strategic plan) any applicable community strategic 
plan under section 402 of the Local Government Act 1993 

(c) The actions required for achieving those planning priorities 
(d) The basis on which the council is to monitor and report on the implementation of those 

actions. 
 
The Local Strategic Planning Statement will therefore bring together all of the items 
mentioned throughout this report as well as the community’s aspirations detailed in the 
Community Strategic Plan. Milestone 3 of the funding agreement is linked to the public 
exhibition of the Local Strategic Planning Statement. There has been some discussion at the 
technical working groups that there may be a change to the deadline for exhibition of the 
local strategic planning statement with it being pushed back further than first detailed.  It is 
important that the public exhibition process for the local strategic planning statement 
maximises community ownership of the statement. This statement will articulate not only the 
actions to be undertaken in the LEP review, but also the planning actions required beyond 
that review. 
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The Local Strategic Planning Statements could do the following: 
 
• Inform the scope of, or limitations on future Planning Proposals (from developers, state 

or council initiated) Planning Agreements; 
• Inform responses to future infrastructure design by council, state government, federal 

government or private development; 
• Inform future expenditure by council; 
• Inform future decision making on urban design requirements of the public domain or 

private developments; and 
• Inform any future investigations such as recreation, open space, council land holdings, 

community facilities, flood management. 
 
This is not an exhaustive list, but gives an indication of the items that could be in the 
statement. The statement could list a range of planning ideals that having support from 
residents (following public exhibition), puts council in a stronger position when negotiating 
with government and private developers. 
 
• Matters not included in the LEP review 
 
There are some planning actions required that will not be able to be incorporated into the 
LEP review.  A review of the bushfire prone land maps is required, as over time there has 
been removal of vegetation through urban development, however such a map requires 
detailed review and approval from the Rural Fire Service and so it is considered that this is 
best managed by a standalone process separate to the LEP review. 
 
It is not proposed to do any work on the blue grid (water courses) as part of the LEP 
review.  Work is required to consider the planning controls applicable to Campbelltown’s 
riparian areas however it is not considered that this work could occur within the tight LEP 
review timeframes. 
 
It is also not proposed to prepare a rural study/strategy as there are other planning issues of 
higher priority and the rural strategy would be best undertaken after the completion of the 
housing strategy which means that it would be too late to include this in the LEP review given 
the tight timeframes. 
 
• Community Consultation 
 
Community consultation will be undertaken as part of the formal exhibition of the draft 
planning proposal, as well as part of the preparation of the Local Strategic Planning 
Statement. Further consultation will be undertaken on targeted areas as part of the 
preparation of some of the studies. It is proposed to use a variety of techniques for this 
including digital and map based formats.  A community participation plan will be prepared.  
 
• Barriers to delivery 
 
As part of the preliminary assessment undertaken in relation to the LEP review process, a 
number of potential barriers have been identified which may impact on achieving the actions 
outlined in the District Plan. 
 
• Difficulty in obtaining initial data, particularly if it is a new study for Campbelltown 
• additional costing which may not be covered in the original scope 
• lack of staff and resources may require additional contractors to work on some projects 
• tight deadlines for project milestones 
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Careful consideration of staffing, funding and resources will be required to allow for timely 
and effective work to be undertaken.   
 
Conclusion 

The Report outlines the relevant studies required to be undertaken in order to assist Council 
in completing the LEP review to meet Planning Priorities outlined in the Western District 
Plan. The Project Plan attached to this report will identify the agreement between Council 
and the State Government to undertake the relevant studies.  
 
All studies will need to be undertaken by April 2019 in order to inform the Local Strategic 
Planning Statement and LEP review. Where a study cannot meet the deadline, consideration 
will be given to amending the project plan. 
 
Gap Analysis 
 
In order to support the amendments of Council’s planning controls, the following studies have 
been identified to align the amendments to the planning priorities listed in the District Plan. 
 
• Housing Strategy and Housing Affordability Strategy (previous strategy 2014 needs 

substantial rewrite) 
• Local Character Statement  
• Reimagining Campbelltown CBD stage 2 
• Employment Lands Review (update to Employment Lands review 2011)  
• Biodiversity Study and Strategic Urban Biodiversity Framework (update Campbelltown 

Biodiversity study 2008 and desktop biodiversity assessment 2015) 
• Transport and Parking Study  
• Contaminated Lands Study  
• Heritage Study (update to Campbelltown Local Government Area Heritage Review 

2010) 
• Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Study and Cultural Strategy  
• Social Strategic Plans – Inclusive Campbelltown and Impact Campbelltown  
• Urban Renewal Corridor – further studies and masterplans to inform rezonings  
• Functional and Operational Aspects of the LEP – Additional permitted uses, scenic hills 

and eastern edge-land mapping, deferred areas, refine unnecessary controls and 
anomalies 

• Walkable and cycle access mapping  
• Public Domain Plan  
• Urban Tree Canopy Mapping  
• Local Strategic Planning Statement 
 
If timeframes are not able to be met, it may be necessary to adjust the project plan to defer a 
particular study to a future planning process. 
 
A future planning proposal is anticipated to be considered in 2019 which will be informed by 
the planning studies above. 
 
Attachments 

1. List of Planning Priorities (contained within this report)   
2. LEP-Review Project Plan (contained within this report)    
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5.  URGENT GENERAL BUSINESS  
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6.  CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS FROM OFFICERS      

6.1 Acquisition Opportunties, Campbelltown  

 Reason for Confidentiality 

This report is CONFIDENTIAL in accordance with Section 10A(2)((c)) of the Local 
Government Act 1993, which permits the meeting to be closed to the public for business 
relating to the following: - 
 

information that would, if disclosed, confer a commercial advantage on a person with 
whom the Council is conducting (or proposes to conduct) business. 
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